GPS Logic Challenge Clues

Group #1
1 - Paul, Mike, Catherine, and Laura are playing a card game.
2 - Paul is the dealer and deals the first card to his right.
3 - Catherine gets the first card and Paul gets the last.
4 - Laura, who is sitting across from Catherine, wins. Can you tell where each person is sitting?

Group #2
1 - Joe is Carol’s partner.
2 - Jill is Carol’s brother’s partner.
3 - Daryl is Carol’s brother.
4 - Jill is sitting to the left of Joe. Can you tell where everyone is sitting?

Group #3
1 - Sandy, Marty, Tommy, and Jason have invented a game called Tickets. Can you tell where each person sits?
2 - The children always pass the tickets to the right.
3 - Marty passes his tickets to Tommy.
4 - Jason and Marty sit facing each other.

Group #4
Dave sits next to Andy.
With his left hand, Eric accidentally bumps his sister, Karen, into Dave.
Eric is pleased with the meeting.
Andy is Dave’s father. Can you use the clues to figure out where everyone is sitting?
Group #5

Tommy and Linda are partners.

Linda plays against Kelly and Mike.

Kelly doesn’t like Linda.

Linda is not sitting Kelly’s right. Can you use the clues to figure out where everyone is sitting?